
Installation Considerations

Maintenance and Service
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CCT 3000K / 5000K

Beam Angle 145°(H)x5°(V)

Power Consumption 48W

Battery 14.8V , 30Ah

Solar Panel 90W

Protection Rating      IP65

Operation Temperature -25℃~+45℃

Dimension

Model No.

Product
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80W

150W

IP65

-25℃~+45℃

SR-1080

Lighting Duration  *¹

Time for fully charged  *²

26hrs

9hrs

3000K / 5000K

14.8V , 30Ah

32hrs

8hrs

Luminaire�Weight 2.5kg 4kg

DELTA Solar LED Street�Lighting
Installation Guide

Technical Parameters

Installation Diagram Example ( )

Note: *¹The duration refers to the time for which the luminaire could work continually with the battery fully charged.

          *² The time refers to the duration in which the battery could be fully charged under the effective illumination of the solar panel.

1. Please read the instructions carefully.
2. In order to ensure a correct installation, usage and maintenance of the product, you must understand  
    and comply with the contents of this manual.
3. For any personal injury or property damage caused through improper specification requirements for 
    installation, use and maintenance. SONARAY will not be liable or responsible for any self-injury or any 
    third party claims.
4. Please do not change the structure or replace the parts by-oneself. If improperly installed, it can 
    easily lead to accidents, fall, shock, etc.

Note: The products are being improved constantlt; all of the data in this manual is subject to change in the 
           future without notice. SONARAY reserves all rights to change any or all data in the future.

Installation Instructions

1. Do not hit the surface of the solar panels with anything hard or solid materials. Such material may 
cause damage to the product.

2. Keep the solar panels’ surfaces clean. One should consider cleaning the panels every so often (e.g. 
once every three months), to keep off dust and dirt. Dust and dirt will reduce photovoltaic sensitivity 
and degrade the charging capability. Apply only water and a soft, micro-fiber cloth to wipe the surface. 
Do not use any materials or substances that may cause corrosion (e.g. detergent).

3.To prevent adverse effects of contact with corrosive substances, regular cleaning of light fixtures’ 
surfaces is advised, thereby helping maintain optimal light output.

4. Regularly check the fixed screws and mounting bracket, if necessary, adjust and reinforcement it.

1. Do not install solar modules near power lines, trees, buildings shade, etc. Keep away from fire or any 
flammable material.

2. Always check for loose mounting of the structure and brackets to prevent components from falling, 
causing any accidents. If necessary, re-tighten all parts.

3.When installing the solar luminaire brackets in the Northern hemisphere, the solar panel should be 
facing toward the Southern hemisphere. (If installing in the Southern hemisphere, then the panel 
installation should ideally be vice versa, with the solar panel facing North.) In either case, the 
luminaire will ideally be installed in the opposite direction of the solar panel and not directly under the 
solar panel.

4.If the ambient temperature is low (＜0°C), you should erect the battery and place in indoor 

    (≥20 °C) for 24 hours before installation.When installating the light, keep the battery upright until 
complete installation.

Solar Panel+Battery (near view)

Do not take off the protective 
(magnet) switch until after 
having connected the solar 
panel with the fixture.

Protective switch

Solar Panel+Battery (near view)
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